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The Water Cycle corresponds to

the changes of the fisical state

that happen through time.





•Water in the liquid state occupies ¾ of earth’s surface

•Water in the solid state occupies the coldest regions of the planet.

•Water in the gaseous state is in the atmosphere.



The Water Cycle constitutes a gigantic natural system of water purification, which recycles it, and purifies it

continuously.

However, currently only the water cycle is not enough to purify the water that by the action of Man is increasingly

polluted. And to give a help you need the Water Treatment Stations.



Water is present in many moments of our daily life ...



Tips for saving water:



- Evaporation

- Condensation

- Solidification

- Precipitation

What are the phases of the water cycle?

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1PT7Y199_Owzpm22SXAsOMfFPzyN3k5-LF10T5Y10O2Y/edit#slide=id.p1


What is evaporation?

• It is the passage from water from the liquid state to the gaseous state (water vapor).

• When the water of the seas, rivers and lakes evaporates, with the action of heat, and passes the water vapor,

which rises in the atmosphere.



What is condensation?

• It is the passage of water from the gaseous state (water vapor) to the liquid state.

• It happens when the water vapor is concentrated and passes in cooler areas, forming clouds.



What is solidification?

It is the passage of water from the liquid state to the solid state. As the water passes through the 

upper, middle, or lower layers of the atmosphere, snow, hail or frost appear.



What is precipitation?

It is the water that falls on the earth's surface in the solid or liquid state.

It happens when clouds pass through colder regions, get heavy and it rains.



Let's get to know the clouds ...

The clouds are formed by droplets of water and / or ice crystals.

As for its appearance can be:

Stratiform - horizontal development, covering large area, of little thickness; light and 

continuous precipitation

Cumuliformes - vertical development, covering large area, arise isolated; precipitation, 

knocking and localized.



- The clouds may consist of droplets of water and ice crystals or even exclusively of ice crystals.

- The constitution of the cloud will depend on the temperature it presents and the height where it 
is located.

Constitution of the clouds:





Examples of clouds we photograph at our 
school ....

Cumulonimbus



Cumulus



Stratocumulus

Nimbostratus



Cirrus



Most of the 

time ... we 

didn´t have 

clouds in 

the sky!



Source:

Publico – 5 january 2019

"The month of December was warm and with little rain, with the maximum temperature reaching
the third highest value in 87 years. More than half of the country's territory has entered a weak
drought situation, said the Portuguese Institute for the Sea and Atmosphere (IPMA). "

"In addition to December being classified as hot, it was also a month" very dry in relation to 
precipitation, "since rainfall accounted for about 37% of normal value."

"More than half the territory of the country - 53.3% - is in a weak drought situation, 13.7% in the 
normal drought class and 33% in the weak rain class.
The IPMA also indicates that in the last eight years the value of monthly precipitation in December 
was always lower than normal. "


